The Projection Congruent Subset (PCS) method was developed to find outliers in the multivariate setting. Its main output is an affine equivariant outlyingness index measuring how much each observation departs from the multivariate pattern of the majority of the data. The PCS outlyingness index can also be used to construct multivariate estimates of location and scatter.
1. Introduction. Outliers are observations that depart from the pattern of the majority of the data. Identifying outliers is a major concern in data analysis because a few outliers, if left unchecked, will exert a disproportionate pull on the fitted parameters of any statistical model, preventing the analyst from uncovering the main structure in the data. Formally, this paper concerns itself with the situation whereby X, the data matrix, is a collection of n so called genuine observations
where E p (µ µ µ, Σ Σ Σ) denotes a p-variate square integrable elliptical distribution with location vector µ µ µ, scatter matrix Σ Σ Σ and p > 1. However, we do not observe X but an n × p corrupted data set X X X ε that consists of g observations from X X X and c = n − g rows consisting of arbitrary values, with ε = c/n denoting the (unobserved) rate of contamination.
Recently, Vakili and Schmitt (2014) introduced the Projection Congruent Subset (PCS)
method. It computes a new outlyingness index and an estimator of scatter and location derived from it. PCS belongs to a small group of estimators that have low bias
In the context of robust estimation, a low bias estimator reliably finds a fit of the parameters of Model (1.1) close to the one it would have found without the outliers, when c < n − h with h = ⌈(n + p + 1)/2⌉. To the best of our knowledge, PCS is the first member of this group to be supported by a fast and affine equivariant algorithm to approximate it, enabling its use by practitioners.
The rest of this paper unfolds as follows. In Section 2, we detail the PCS estimator. In Section 3, we formally detail the concept of finite sample breakdown point of an estimator and establish the notational conventions we will use throughout. Finally, in Section 4, we establish the finite sample breakdown point of PCS.
2. The PCS criterion. Consider a data set X X X of n vectors x x x i ∈ R p , with n > p + 1 > 2. Given a a a ∈ B(H m ), the (squared) orthogonal distance d 
with the convention that log(0/0) := 0. This index is always positive and will be small if the projection of the members of H m along a a a greatly overlaps with that of the members of H a a a .
To remove the dependence of Equation (2.2) on a a a, we measure the incongruence of H m by considering the average over many directions a a a ∈ B(H m )
Thus, the PCS criterion can be written as
In other words, H * is the h-subset H m with smallest value of I(H m ). Then, the (so called raw) PCS estimators of location and scatter are the sample mean and covariance of the observations with indexes in H * :
Finally, we have to account for the special case where d 2 (h) (a a a) = 0. Then, H * is enlarged to be the subset of observations lying on a a a. More precisely, if ∃ a a a
3. Finite Sample Breakdown point. To lighten notation and without loss of generality, we arrange the observed data matrix
′ so that the ε% of contaminated observations X X X c are in the last c rows and the uncontaminated observations X X X g in the first g rows. Then, X ε will refer to the set of all corrupted data sets X X X ε and H is the set of all h-subsets of {1, . . . , n}, H c = {H ∈ H : H ∩ {g + 1, . . . , n} = ∅} the set of all h-subsets of {1, . . . , n} with at least one contaminated observation, and H g = {H ∈
H : H ∩ {g + 1, . . . , n} = ∅} the set of all uncontaminated h-subsets of {1, . . . , n}. Then, for any h-subset H m ∈ H and X X X ε , we will denote the sample mean and covariance of the observations with indexes in H m as
We will also use the following notations. Given X X X ε ∈ X ε , an affine equivariant estimator of scatter S S S, and X X X with S S S(X X X) positive definite (denoted from now on by S S S(X X X) ≻ 0), we define the bias of S S S at X X X ε as
,
) denotes the largest (smallest) eigenvalue of a matrix Q Q Q ε . Furthermore, if S S S(X X X) has full rank we can, w.l.o.g., set S S S(X X X) = I I I p (I I I p is the rank p identity matrix) so that the expression of the bias reduces to
. Definition 1: General position in R p . X X X is in general position in R p if no more than p-points of X X X lie in any (p − 1)-dimensional affine subspace. For p-dimensional data, this means that there are no more than p points of X X X on any hyperplane, so that any p + 1 points of X X X always determine a p-simplex with non-zero determinant.
In the first lemma, we show that the incongruence index of a clean h-subset is bounded.
Lemma 1. Let c < n − h and X X X lies in general position in R p . Then:
for any fixed, positive scalar k(X) not depending on the outliers.
Proof. Consider first the numerator of I(H g , a a a): For a fixed H g ∈ H g , we can find for each a a a ∈ B(H g ), the p observations of X X X g that lie furthest away from the hyperplane defined by a a a. The average of their distances (as given by Equation (2.1)) to the hyperplane a a a is finite and constitutes an upper bound on the average distance of any p observations of X X X g to the hyperplane a a a. As we have at most h p different directions a a a ∈ B(H g ) and only
n−c h uncontaminated subsets H g ∈ H g , the upper bound of the average distances stays finite
for any positive, fixed, finite scalar U(X) not depending on the outliers. Since the contaminated observations have no influence on the distance d
we can say that
Consider now the denominator of I(H g , a a a): For any H g ∈ H g and a a a ∈ B(H g ), let H a a a denote the subset that consists of the indexes of the h observations of the observed data matrix X X X ε that lie closest to the hyperplane spanned by a a a. As c < n − h and h = ⌈(n + p + 1)/2⌉, H a a a contains at least p + 1 uncontaminated observations. In total, when H g ∈ H g is not fixed, there are at most n−c p different directions a a a defined by a H g ∈ H g . For any a a a, the smallest value of ave i∈H a a a d 2 i (a a a) is attained if the contaminated observations of H a a a achieve d 2 i (a a a) = 0. As the uncontaminated observations lie in general position, we know that the p+1 uncontaminated observations in H a a a cannot lie within the same p-dimensional subspace, i.e.
∃i ∈ H a a a : d 2 i (a a a) > 0.
As the number of uncontaminated observations is fixed, we have that
for any fixed positive scalar l(X X X) not depending on the outliers. This inequality holds even if the outliers have the smallest average distance that is possible (i.e. when a a a : d 2 i (a a a) = 0 for the contaminated observations). Thus, Inequality (4.3) holds for any ε-contaminated data set X X X ε yielding
Using Equation (2.2) and the Inequalities (4.2) and (4.4), we get (4.1).
The second lemma shows the unboundedness of the incongruence index of contaminated subsets.
Lemma 2. Let c < n − h and assume that X X X lies in general position in R p . Take a fixed h-subset H c ∈ H c . Then
for at least one a a a ∈ B(H c ). In other words, for a given set of indexes H c , there exists a data set X X X ε with contaminated observations with indexes in H c such that I(H c , a a a) is unbounded.
Proof. Consider first the numerator of I(H c , a a a): For a fixed H c ∈ H c , denote
Since c < n − h, as already mentioned in Lemma 1 above, any h-subset contains at least p + 1 uncontaminated observations, i.e.
set of all directions defining a hyperplane spanned by a p-subset of G + . |G + | p + 1 yields
As the uncontaminated observations G ⊇ G + lie in general position, the members of B + (H c ) are, by definition, linearly independent. As a result, the outliers can belong to (at most) the subspace spanned by p uncontaminated observations. Hence, for every U 2 > 0, there exists at least one member a a a c + of B + (H c ), at least one i ∈ H c and at least one X X X ε ∈ X ε such that
Consider now the denominator of I(H c , a a a): Since the members of B + (H c ) all pass through members of X X X g only, we have that
Using Definition (2.2), and Inequalities (4.6) and (4.7), we get (4.5).
With Lemmas 1 and 2, we are now able to derive the finite sample breakdown point of PCS and show that it is maximal.
Theorem. For n > p + 1 > 2 and X X X in general position, the finite sample breakdown point of PCS is
Proof. Consider first the situation where c < n − h: Then any h-subset H m of X X X ε contains at least p + 1 members of G. In particular, for the chosen h-subset H * , denote Seber , 2008, 10 .58) which implies that sup
Thus for breakdown to occur, the numerator of Equation (3.1), λ 1 (S S S * (X X X ε )), must become unbounded. Now, suppose that S * (X X X ε ) breaks down. This means that for any U 4 > max
We will show that this leads to a contradiction. In Appendix 1 we show that,
By Equations (4.8) and (4.9), it follows that sup
Then, by Lemma 2 we have that sup X X X ε ∈X ε I(H * ) > U 1 /K. In particular, this is also true for U 1 > k(X X X), and by Lemma 1, k(X X X) I(H g ), implying that I(H * ) > I(H g ) ∀H g ∈ H g , which is a contradiction to the definition of H * .
Here, we show that λ 1 (S S S * (X X X ε )) max i∈H * ||x x x ε i || 2 . The first eigenvalue of S S S * (X X X ε ) is defined as
Hence, we have that
We also have that
Using Cauchy-Schwartz, and ||d|| = 1. Thus, that λ 1 (S S S * (X X X ε )) max i∈H * ||x x x ε i || 2 .
